Quilt Programs
by Diane Harris
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of one quilter’s journey from Nebraska 4-H member to quilt industry
professional. In this presentation, I use the quilts to share tips on fabric
and color selection, design ideas, quilting inspiration and more.
» StashBandit.net/one-hundred-small-quilts/

Make Extraordinary Scrap Quilts
Why would you create with many fabrics instead of just a few? How is it
successfully done? Learn my best tips and a few secrets during this trunk
show of more than 50 scrappy quilts made over many years. Discover
ways to pull your scraps together, strategies for using your stash and
even what does not work. You may never make an ordinary quilt again!
» StashBandit.net/make-extraordinary-scrap-quilts/

Let’s Play Drezzup
A little bit lecture, a little bit hands-on demo: Learn how to make a
Dresden Plate quilt block and then see many amazing variations on this
traditional pattern. There are infinite ways to jazz it up and they’re all so
much fun—you won’t know where to begin! Get tips on fabric selection
and best of all, wrap your mind around the math behind Dresden Plate.
More fun than you’d ever imagine!
» StashBandit.net/lets-play-drezzup
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Jingle Bells: Christmas Trunk Show
This energetic program is appropriate any time of year—
it gets people excited to make holiday quilts in time for
gift giving. My trunk show includes quilts in many sizes
and techniques in a variety of Christmas colors you might
never have imagined. Get ready to have some fun as
you’re challenged to get your jingle on!
» StashBandit.net/jingle-bells

Windy Wonders: A Quilt Block Grows Up
Many years ago I started making quilts using one simple windmill
block. Over time I realized that this block had endless possibilities.
I’ve created many quilts from this one idea and now they’re part of
my newest trunk show for quilt groups. You won’t believe your eyes!
Free pattern for everyone! » StashBandit.net/windy-wonders

Quilt classes are available.
Let’s learn together!
I have many half-day and full-day classes available to build
your skills, challenge your thinking and help you to make more
interesting quilts. I can teach you how to combine fabrics in ways
you never dreamed possible, or help you to sew from the fabric
you already own, like a stash bandit! From basic techniques to
improvisation and beyond, we’ll have a great time together. How
about Let’s Play Hanky Panky, Old-Fashioned Pine Burr or Bound
for Glory? If you have something specific in mind, I may be able
to tailor a class to suit your needs. See a complete list of current
classes on my website:
» StashBandit.net/classes
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Let’s make a date! Call today!
402 756 1541
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